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Abstract

The journey for my thesis was to be romantic and fantastical like our lives. We can maintain daily life in any given day with short compositions of memories.

Every time you think about a moment, the memory reveals a different color and odor. The memory can improve and become more romantic in its recollections as it becomes more significant in our lives.

I think that architecture has the similar logic with life. In the beginning we don’t know what to expect. As our experiences grow, the images we absorb and imagine blink with the poetry of sense and imagination. The true image comes alive in a moment.

In order to have such short and meaningful moments in architecture, I interpreted and adopted notions from the book ‘Air and Dream: Imagination of Movement’, by Gaston Bachelard (1884-1962). Dynamic imagination was the key to my exploration. I dreamt and flew through the air with his poems and ideas. Watercolor was the main media I used to explore the moments of understanding between Bachelard and myself. Drawings and images from Bruno Taut and Yves Klein inspired me and lifted me higher and higher. Louis Sullivan was a nice guest to join in my journey and keep me close to the ground.

Most of all, after struggling with material and structure, I could convert my imaginary space for oniric flight into a place to reside. Sun and moon, river and wind, fairytales from my mother; those things came together to finally give birth to my project.

Now I am telling you about a building, which is located in Georgetown, in Washington DC. It is a place to record your voice, to write and read letters from your friends and to store personal belongings with the letters.
Collage, 'Standing on old stone'
Piedmont city

A city wants to be filled with stories and imaginations.
Dynamic Imagination with Gaston Bachelard

I want to make the title for this watercolor drawing, “Nocturnal Flight”, the same as the title for my thesis. This drawing was created in an early stage of this project, and was created to show what my building looks like conceptually using ‘negative’, which is one of the watercolor drawing skills. Which skill needs to draw something in the end, normally applied in the beginning stage, applying a lot of water and creating layers.

At first, I decided to draw a night scene with my building, which in turn started me on a journey of the imagination. The full moon starts to grow and give me light. I take a walk near the river, and see the moon dancing around the clouds. I jump onto the clouds as they follow the wind over the river and the trees. I feel the breeze on my face! At the same time, the building starts to move, too. I want to be close my building. My building wants to play hide and seek with me. I could not touch him. Every time I found him, he had a different shape and color. Instead of finding him, I grab a pencil and draw the scene I see. While I draw, I hear a sound. Someone tells me a story about this place. I draw again and again. I applied water in the air.

In fact, that was my interpretation and process of dynamic imagination, which is the romantic synthesis of images, in order to bring the world to object itself. I tried to draw and give all elements in my watercolor such as layers, colors, and shapes having their own meaning and images. I let them overlap, and free. I believe that all images inside of watercolor I recognized, imagined and drew to move somewhere we believe to know but you do not know. That is a way to read Gaston Bachelard and my project.

So, Imagination is not just a dream! There is a logical and emotional movement in itself. I realized that when strength and distance of images have the variety and rhythm in a sudden order, we can enter the world of dynamic imagination, which has the deep void and is beautiful.
Craft and drawing- Bridge
Mass of Love

Craft and drawing: A Room

A corner of room to wait for a Lover.
Stair is a spiritual fly.

Craft and drawing- A stair to the moon
Craft & Drawing: Cantilever
Plans with Air Story

In order to have the organic flight in my project, I used and imagined Air. Air becomes friends with fire, water, and earth to form architecture. I researched, imagined, and drew to find and use the air in my building.

Her role in my project was as a generator and a messenger. In view of architectural experience, she connects and supplies all lives in my building in all corners of air rooms. In the bridge before one enters the main space, she supplies the fresh air to a fine bubble with long scene of entrance and whisper of wind. In the great hall, she reveals her beautiful shape and movement by light at dawn. Long stairs lead to the roof deck. This inconvenient experience creates a need for air. But, you can stop to rest anytime to recharge and achieve the hope you dreamt of before you started. Actually, there is not too much to see on the roof. You can carry some different air in your pocket and your memories after you take in the view of the surrounding buildings, the Key Bridge, and the Potomac River. As for the personal belongings and shares, I put them under the ground and created deep courtyards. The underground buildings will be constructed to protect from fire, water, and earth. The courtyard is the place to reconcile all elements through air, making dark sound and light.

Air is the hidden existence we always share with tiny feelings and the fluctuating sound in the cantilevered structure, she always wants to reveal the existence to you in subtle ways. The Sphere room is the most important room in my program. This is a room to spread people's memories to the city by recording video and existence itself in the urban matrix of Georgetown.

Most of all, air is a true messenger. I spent a long time matching the program with architectural form in my project. The sphere was the most difficult form to locate in the building and to construct in a clear and meaningful way. I consider the roof deck as a physical middle land between earth and sky. The Sphere room, located between the roof deck and heaven, is where my father and mother now live. I believe the light of the sphere room will be on every night and will send a message in the sky like a lighthouse on the sea.
Imagination to the construction

Write a building on the paper
Model view from Canal road
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